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DEBATING — Dan O'Brien (left, standing) makes his statement during the Fair Elections Practice hearing on Friday.
O'Brien, who received seven votes in the vice-presidential election, disputed the fairness of the presidential eleciton.
Election results upheld by 3-0 vote
By Matt Shaer
Editor in Chief
The Fair Elections division
of Student Government decid-
ed Friday by a vote of 3-0 not
to overturn the result of the
student body presidential elec-
tions. Cortlynn Hepler, who
won the race by the relatively
small margin of 99 votes, will
be inaugurated late next week.
The decision was reached
last week after a hearing in
Donald P. Corbett Business
Building, where members of
the Fair Elections Practice
Committee heard a challenge
from Sen. Dan O'Brien on
alleged inconsistencies in • the
electronic voting system on
FirstClass. O'Brien, who ran
for student body vice president
as a write-in candidate, did not
challenge the vice-presidential
election results, which he said
were not under contest.
"Personally, I have no
favorite ]in the presidential
election]," O'Brien told the
committee. "I think it's clear
this is not for my own benefit.
But there are a few more prob-
lems here than would be OK to
just let go."
Present at the hearing were
FEPC Chair Erik Black, com-
mittee members Stephen
Fortune and Lindsey Whelan,
Director of Information
Technologies Robin Shafer.
President-Elect Hepler, Vice
President-elect Justin Brown
and current Student Body Vice
President Matt Gagnon.
O'Brien said his challenge
was based on personal experi-
ence from-,the election. 1-le
argued that although the results
showed he had only received
seven votes, he knew of many
students who told him after
voting closed that they had
voted for him. O'Brien pro-
See CONTESTED on pogo 6
Fire alarm displaces
residents at Hancock
Late night inconvenience blamed
on prank, no suspects identified
By Rick Redmond
Staff Writer
Residents of Hancock Hall
were awakened and displaced
around 3 a.m. Saturday when a
fire alarm was set off after two
fire extinguishers were dis-
charged inside the dorm,
according to University of
Maine spokesman Joe Carr.
The Orono Fire Department
responded to the call but no
fire occurred, according to
Public Safety officials.
Carr could not confirm any
suspects in connection with the
incident.
Minutes prior to the fire
alarm going off, Hancock Hall
resident Brian Mitchell said he
confronted three men on the
second floor who were smok-
ing in the hall.
-The said they were from
Maine Maritime Academy,"
said Mitchell. saw them
smoking and told them to
knock it off. They said they
didn't care because they didn't
have to live there and I was
like 'Well, I do'," he said.
Hancock Hall resident
Christina Martel said the men,
who were visibly intoxicated.
knocked on her door and invit-
ed themselves into her room
but were asked to leave when
they made unwanted advances
toward Martel and her room-
mate.
"They were acting a little
forward with us," Martell said.
"They needed to leave."
Minutes after the men were
asked to leave, fire alarms
See ALARM on page 7
Presidential tradition
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FIRST LADY — Diane Hoff speaks to students about the
process of getting their 27-foot Christmas tree into
place as part of the annual tree-lighting ceremony. The
tree lighting ceremony was held Wednesday night, fea-
turing The University Singers, food and mingling with
the university's First Family.
Fraternity
homeless
following
UM ruling
By Rick Redmond
Staff Writer
The brothers of the Phi Eta
Kappa fraternity at the
University of Maine may find
themselves with one extra
item on their Christmas lists
this year — a place to call
home. The fraternity has lost
its recognition with LIMaine
and is being forced to vacate
the premises of their house at
107 College Ave. no later than
noon on Saturday. Dec. 20.
The loss of recognition is a
result of infraciums irichniinkt
violating of the Student
Conduct Code, furnishing
alcohol to minors, providing a
place for minors to consume
alcohol, and violating self-
imposed sanctions, according
to a written statement from
Adam Lyons, president of Phi.
Eta Kappa.
"The sanction which we
violated was allowing broth-
ers, 21 years and older, to con-
sume alcohol in common areas
of the house," Lyons said in
the statement. "While we
admit that this did happen, it
did not happen in such a way
that everyone was in one place
at the same time, it was more
like brothers entering and
exiting the common areas
while going around from room
to room," he said.
The violations stemmed
from a Sept. 20 incident in
which underage drinking
allegedly occurred at the
house.
In addition to their loss of
recognition, the brothers are
banned from wearing their let-
ters anywhere on campus, par-
ticipating in intramural sports
and holding organized meet-
ings. The brothers cannot
return to their house before
the fall of 2005.
On Monday, Dec. I. Phi Eta
Kappa sent a letter to
President Peter Hoff asking
that he review the outcome of
See PM ETA on page 7
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Monday, Dec. 8
• Jane Wellman-Little and
education students will read to
preschool children 10-u. a.m. in
University Bookstore.
• A Catholic holy day mass
will be held at noon in the
Bangor Lounge of Memorial
Union. The event is sponsored
by the Newman Center.
Tuesday, Dec. 9
• "Developing and
Maintaining Healthy
Relationships" will be pre-
sented by Alan Butler, Ph.D.
and Elaine Kasket, M.A. 2-4
p.m. in the Walker Room, 3rd
floor of Memorial Union. The
workshop will explore the
necessary ingredients in a
healthy relationship, identify
factors to help better under-
stand relationships, and offer
exercises to improve commu-
nication and deepen relation-
ships with friends, partners
and roommates. Pre-registra-
tion is required at least 24
hours in advance. E-mail Rex
Norris on FirstClass or call
581-4145.
• Escaped Sudanese slave
Francis Bok will discuss how he
survived 10 years in bondage to
become an activist with the
American Anti-Slavery Group at
7 p.m. in 100 DPC. Bok's pres-
entation is part of the Guest
Lecture Series and is open to the
community. For more A.Itorma-
tion, contact Guest Lecture
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Series Coordinator Loren
Bowley at 581-1701.
• A Yuletide Concert will be
presented as part of the School
of Performing Arts season in
Hutchins Concert Hall at 7:30
p.m.
• "Babies, Babies, Babies!:
Faculty Staff and Student
Mothers Work It Out" will be
presented by Michele
Alexander, Nancy Lewis, Gary
Quimby and Stephanie Strong
as part of the Women in the
Curriculum and Women's
Studies Program Fall Lunch
Series from 12:15 p.m. to
1:30p.m. in the Bangor Room
of the Memorial Union.
Contact Angela Olson at 581-
1228.
Thursday, Dec. ii
• A blood drive sponsored by
the Classified Employees
Advisory Council will be held
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
MultipurRose Room in the base-
ment of the Memorial Union.
Contact Ken Tudor on
FirstClass for more information.
• An employee holiday open
house will be held from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Presidents
House. Contact Heidi Carlow in
the President's office at 581-
1512.
• A Kwaanza celebration will
begin at noon in the Hudson
Museum at the Maine Center for
the Arts. This event, sponsored
by the Hudson Museum, is free.
• "10,000 Years of People in
the Penobscot Valley: An
Account of Archaeological
Discoveries in This Part of
Maine" will be presented by
David Sanger at noon at the
Page Farm and Home Museum
as part of the Page Farm Home
and Museum Brown Bag Lunch
series. Contact Patricia Henner
at 581-4100.
• A Dance Showcase will be
held at 7:30 p.m in Minsky
Recital Hall as part of the School
of Performing Arts season.
Contact Pamela McManus at
581-4702.
• Comedians Jeffery Ross and
Dean Edwards will perform at
the Maine Center for the Arts
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. This
show is free to students and $5
for non students.
Friday, Dec. 12
• The Francis Crowe
Induction Ceremony will be
held in 140 Bennett Hall from 1
p.m. to 3 p.m. This event is
sponsored by the College of
Engineering.
• "DNA - Binding of
Rhodium(II) Carboxylate
Compounds" will be presented
by Shari Uldrich Dunham of the
Colby College Department of
Chemistry in 316 Aubert Hall at
2:10 p.m. This event is spon-
sored by the Department of
Chemistry as part of the U
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Maine Department of Chemistry
Seiminar Series. Contact
Marjorie Paul at 581-1169.
• Classes end for the semester
at 5 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 13
• "You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown", directed by Sandra
Hardy, will be performed in
Hauck Auditorium at 1 p.m. and
4 p.m. as part of the School of
Performing Arts season.
Contact Pamela McManus at
581-4702.
• An opening reception for
"The Grange'. A rural
Community Center" echibit will
be held at the Page Farm and
Home Museum at 4 p.m.
Contact Patricia Henner at 581-
4100
Sunday, Dec. 14
• "You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown", directed by Sandra
Hardy, will be performed in
Hauck Auditorium at 1 p.m. and
4 P.m. as part of the School of
Performing Arts season.
Contact Pamela McManus at
581-4702.
Coming up
• Final exams week begins
Monday, Dec. 15
• President Hoff will hold his
monthly open office hour from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. on Wednesday,
Dec. 17.
CONTACT KRISTIN SAUNDERS ON FIRSTCLASS TO WRITE FOR THE NEXT
ISSUE OF THE NEWS SECTION. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
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Former UN Weapons Inspector lectures at UM
By Susie Paravichal
For The Maine Campus
Weapons of mass destruc-
tion in Iraq and one man's mis-
sion to find them was the topic
of discussion last Wednesday
when the Computer Sciences
Department sponsored the third
part of its Homeland Security
Lecture Series. Rocco
Casagrande, a former UN
MOVIC Biological Weapons
Inspector was invited to cam-
pus to speak.
Casagrande joined a team of
more than 20 other highly spe-
cialized biochemists from all
over the globe for a three-
month term, Dec. 5, 2002 to
March 5, 2003. During these
months, he inspected any build-
ings or landmarks that could
have been used to produce bio-
logical weapons, such as hospi-
tals, breweries and universities.
"In the early ` 90s, Iraq was
suspected of developing bio-
logical warfare. They denied
the accusations, but in 1995,
were found to indeed have
these weapons and facilities
creating these weapons. Now,
the UN finds it necessary to
hold these inspections to ensure
no such activity continues,"
said Casagrande.
Casagrande went on to
explain inspections themselves,
condensing those three months
into an hour lecture, as he out-
lined the typical day in his life.
His morning started early;
he and all inspectors had to
report to their headquarters at
7:15 a.m. They spent only 45
minutes relaying plans for the
day and packing their gear, all
while speaking in code, check-
ing perimeters and taking every
precaution not to be heard or
followed.
At 8:30 a.m., their convoy
left headquarters and continued
to a 'meeting point' unknown
by even the inspectors, whereas
CAMPUS PH010
HIDE AND SEEK —Rocco Casagrande lectures Wednesday on his experiences as a UN Weapons Inspector in Iraq.
afterwards they would divide
into separate cars again and
continue route.
The remainder of the day, is
spent carrying out the inspec-
tion. At 5 p.m. they all recon-
vened to the headquarters again
and debriefed their day onto
paper, keeping intricate reports
of all their activities, as an
effort to help future inspectors.
They had dinner at 7:30 p.m.
and then their day was official-
ly done.
Though the schedule
Casagrande laid out seemed
somewhat relaxed and pre-
dictable, the remainder of his
presentation ensured that it
indeed was not. He described
the various types of inspections
dared visits and destruction
missions.
After completing those
months in Iraq, Casagrande
enjoys his home in
"All the inspectors with me,
except for one, were sure of
Iraq hiding something."
that were carried out, each with
its own varying level of danger
and difficulty. Among them
were: declared visits, unde-
Attorneys David R. Miner and Ted Curtis
Q: I'm unhappy with my mar-
riage and want a divorce. Could you
please tell me some basic informa-
tion about the process and issues sur-
rounding divorce?
A: Divorce is a serious issue,
affecting an estimated 25 million
people every year. According to the
Divorce Magazine Web site, there is
a 43 percent "likelihood of new mar-
riages ending in divorce" and within
the Northeast "only 28 percent of the
population has never married."
These statistics are rather alarming.
In order to obtain a divorce, you
must have a reason. The most com-
mon ground is "fiteconcilable mar-
tial differences," which in essence
means the couple has tried all tactics
to make their marriage work, but
have differing opinions on how the
marriage should continue to exist.
Many people ask whether a per-
son seeking a divorce should retain a
lawyer, or if it is possible to repre-
sent themselves. A person seeking a
divorce can represent him or herself
if there are no children, no real
estate, and neither party requires
support from the other. This type of
divorce is uncomplicated. However,
it is a good idea to at least consult a
lawyer.
One area of concern is sharing a
lawyer. While a married couple may
have a family lawyer who has han-
dled both of their needs in the past,
one lawyer cannot represent both
individuals through the process. To
do so could be a conflict of interest,
and constitute a breach of the Code
of Professional Responsibility.
The cost of seeking a divorce
should be recognized. While we
offer a significantly reduced rate to
student clients who need assistance,
divorce can still be a rather expen-
sive process. Divorce prices vary
greatly, but they are ultimately deter-
mined by the hourly rate of the attor-
ney and the amount of time spent on
your case. Other tees included in the
divorce process are the cost of filing
the divorce papers and the cost to
have a sheriff serve the papers on
your spouse.
Once you have considered the
See LEGAL on page 5
Massachusetts, and wonders
about the future of Iraq and UN
inspections. "The biggest ques-
tion here is, when you find the
weapons, what do you do with
them'!" He continued to explain
that after he left, more biologi-
cal weapons were. found, which
affirms his own suspicion that
Iraq is continuing its activities.
"All the inspectors with me,
except for one, were sure of
Iraq hiding something, no mat-
ter how much they cooperated
with the inspections," he said.
"It makes me wonder, in the
future, can we even have disar-
mament without war?"
Casagrande, and the rest of the
world, awaits that answer.
Extra Change?
Make A Wish!
Toss your spare change in the
WishingWell located outside of the
Bookstore in the Memorial Union
When: December 8th-12th
Where: Memorial union, in the
Wishing Well by the
Bookstore
Who: All Proceeds go to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation
mAkr NWISH
411 MARKETING
unlver.r
bookstore
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Join The Maine Campus in its fightt
ward off hunger this holiday season.
Annual food drive for
Manna Food Bank
Nov. 17 - Dec. 18
Receive an additional 10% off one ad when you contribute
five or more nonperishable food items. Bring food items
to the drop boxes srtationed in The Maine Campus office
located in the basement of Memorial Union, between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Enter to win a $50 Gift Certificate for the Bear Brew Pub
with your food contribution!
The group or organization who donates the mogt food
wins a full-page ad, worth up to $450.00!
*For more information, e-mail Katie Malcolm, Advertising Manager, on FirsrtClass or call 581-1273
Or
Aaron Skilling, Ad Sales Representative, on FirsrtClass or call 581-7378
••••••••...•••-•-
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UM Volunteers launch
adopt-a-child program
By Diane Belanger
For The Maine Campus
Ten dollars does not seem
like much these days, but
that's all it takes to brighten a
child's holiday. During its
fourth annual Adopt-A-Child
program, Black Bear
Volunteers, a student-run
organization, is asking campus
groups and offices to help
make a wish come true by
sponsoring a child this holiday
season.
"The children need every-
thing from $5 gifts to new win-
ter coats," said Lynette Dexter,
coordinator of Black Bear
Volunteers.
Black Bear Volunteers was
established in 1989 and pro-
motes "hands on" service in
projects that address unmet
social or environmental com-
munity needs. It is a loosely
structured organization, with a
staff of five part-time students,
and is supervised by Mary
Skaggs, director of Student
Employment and Volunteer
Programs. All other members
are temporary volunteers.
"A student can participate in
any project for any length of
time," Dexter said. "Most
activities are not long term —
many take place over a week-
end."
Some projects may run
simultaneously, such as the
current Coats for Kids and
Soldiers in Iraq campaigns.
Holiday caroling is scheduled
for Friday, Dec. 12, with four
different bands performing at
local nursing homes.
In past years, the Adopt-A-
Child program collaborated
with the Salvation Army. This
year, Black Bear Volunteers
wanted to ensure it served fam-
ilies in local communities and
partnered with Crossroads
Ministries of Old Town, a food
pantry with a 10-year plan to
stamp out area hunger.
Nearly 200 children, rang-
ing from newborns to age 18,
are participating in the 2003
Adopt-A-Child program.
Sponsors for 100 children are
still needed.
"We suggest the purchase of
two gifts per child, averaging
between $20 to $25," Dexter
said. "Cash donations of $5
and $10 are also accepted."
For boys and girls ranging
from 12 to 16 years of age, gift
recommendations include
Spotlight Cinemas movie tick-
ets or Borders gift certificates.
Other items needed by families
are grocery gift certificates,
paper towels or napkins, tea
bags and packages of cocoa, or
personal care products, such as
shampoo, soap and deodorant.
The Adopt-A-Child pro-
gram is in transition. Long-
term goals are to replicate a
gift giving/receiving model
based on a Massachusetts
model. Black Bear Volunteers
plan to develop a free or inex-
pensive store where parents
who need support providing
gifts for their children during
the holidays can select an
appropriate gift, such as toys,
hats and gloves. A master list
of desired gifts will eliminate
the second-guessing that
results from buying for name-
less children. The process
should also reduce the number
of disappointed children who
receive an inappropriate or
duplicate gift, Dexter said.
"There's nothing harder
than being a little kid and hav-
ing friends ask what are you
getting for Christmas," Dexter
said, "knowing you can't ask
for anything this year and
maybe not next year either."
For as little as $10, campus
groups or offices can adopt a
child. Unwrapped gifts and
donations may be delivered to
the Black Bear Volunteers'
office on the third floor of
Memorial Union by 4:30 p.m.
on Monday, Dec. IS. To
arrange for package pick-ups,
call 581-1349.
Yearbook, 'Dirigamus,'
documents student life
By Ernest Scheyder
For The Maine Campus
With the semester drawing to a
close, the University of Maine
yearbook is steaming straight
ahead, on schedule and on budget,
according to Editor in Chief
Jonathon White.
With $5,800 allotted to the proj-
ect from Student Government,
White has been compiling pictures,
text and ads since the beginning of
the year and is now sifting through
the material to compile pages for
the first publishing deadline.
The full-color yearbook will be
published after the close of the
spring semester and will feature an
assortment of memories from
UMaine life. The staff changed the
name of the yearbook from The
Prism, as it was previously known,
to Dirigamus, Latin for "We Lead."
"The project is going very
smooth," White said.
To help determine which items
will be included and to incorporate
students clubs within the yearbook,
White is working with members of
the university to compile an advis-
ery board. The board will meet to
discuss yearbook policy and layout
and will work with White to com-
plete the finished project.
A UMaine yearbook has been
absent from campus for the past
seven years due to lack of student
interest and funds. Last year,
Student Body President Matthew
Rodrigue was granted permission
by the student senate to hire an
individual to complete a feasibility
study for the project. White com-
pleted the study and was hired as
editor this fall.
Together, with a staff of five,
Photo Editor James Hills, Copy
Editor Bennett Fellows, Sections
Editor Krista Ricupero, Business
Manager Sandra Defilipp and a
designer editor, who has not yet
been chosen, White plans on ush-
ering in a new, revitalized year-
book.
Contently, the staff is compiling
and photographing individual por-
traits from seniors and other inter-
ested undergraduates. A station will
be set up in Memorial Union in
March for seniors to have their pic-
ture taken, free of charge, for inclu-
sion in the yearbook. A time will be
set up later in the semester for other
undergraduates to have their photos
taken.
When completed, "Dirigamus"
will consist of 224 pages and will
cost $75, comparable to other col-
lege yearbooks, White said.
Already, the yearbook is being
offered to parents of students via
mail by publisher Taylor
Corporation. The yearbook will
be distributed through mail and
through the University
Bookstore.
White noted that the yearbook
project may one day become inde-
pendent of Student Government
and have a closer association with
the university administration. A
determining factor in that move
would be the project's performance
this year, White said.
Currently, the yearbook is look-
ing for volunteers for all areas of
production, from photography to ad
sales. For more information, con-
tact Jonathon White on FirstClass,
or visit the yearbook's headquarters
in the Wade Center for Student
Awiership.
www • Elaine c ampus • c om
Presidential tree
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ALL AGLOW — The annual tree-lighting ceremony and
open house at the president's house was held
Wednesday.
Legal means to a divorce
From LEGAL on page 3
cost and attorney options, it is
important to realize that there are a
variety of State of Maine require-
ments for divorce. First, before you
can file for a divot= in the State of
Maine it is necessary that one party
or the other has lived in Maine for at
least six months. If there are children
involved in a divorce, the couple
must participate in mediation. You
must also wait a minimum of 60
days after serving your spouse
before the divorce can be finalized.
The main issues that often arise
during the process of divorce
include: primary residence of and
visitation with minor children after
divorce, child support, spousal sup-
port and division of property. It is
important to understand that if con-
ditions change, so can spousal sup-
port and child support rates. The
court can fine or imprison someone
who fails to follow their obligations
as set forth under a Temporary
Order or a final Divorce Judgment.
Legal Services of Student
Government is provided by Curtis &
Miller Law Office LLP. Legal
Services is located on the lowest
level of Memorial Union. It can be
reached at 581-1789 or on
FirstClass: Theodore Curtis or
David Miller. Copyright Theodore
S. Curtis Jr. and David R. Miller.
Smoking Kills.
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Group targets voting
clout of young adults
By Kerrie Frisinger
Knight-Ridder Tribune News Service
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. -- AARP for young
people. That's how the 22-year-old executive direc-
tor of Virginia21, a fledgling group that uses a
youth-oriented political agenda to entice college
students to vote, says he envisions the upstart.
"As a generational advocate, they were very
influential," said Jesse Ferguson, a 2003 graduate of
the College of William and Mary and the only paid
employee of Virginia21. "We only hope to be that
influential."
As the American Association of Retired Persons
endorses prescription drug benefits and other legis-
lation relevant to its constituents, Virginia2I has
attached itself not to a political party but to an issue
that directly affects the 18-to-24 demographic:
funding for higher education.
-It's got to be about telling 18-to-24-year-olds to
vote because their financial aid budget got cut, fac-
ulty are leaving, tuition is going up," Ferguson said.
In less than six months since its inception,
Virginia21 has garnered participation from thou-
sands of students via absentee voter applications
and an online petition. But it remains to be seen,
political experts say, whether the organization can
nail down the long-term political involvement that
has historically proved elusive among young
adults.
Studies confirm that young voters make a weak
showing at the polls. Federal statistics found that far
fewer people between the ages of 18 and 24 voted
in the 2000 national election than did other age
groups.
"In this age group, it's difficult to keep them
interested and involved in politic,- said Ken
Stroupe, chief of staff for the Center for Politics, a
University of Virginia research organization.
College students are a transient group, Stroupe
explained, and often feel disconnected from their
home away from home.
Stroupe said it's encouraging that Virginia21
focuses on fostering lasting social and political
change, rather than creating short-term spikes in
voting like Rock the Vote and other youth-based
groups. But a student's background and education
in middle and high schools most often make or
break his interest in civics, he added.
"If you wait until the age when a person can
vote, you've probably waited too long," Stroupe
said.
I.
A study released this fall by the Center for
Politics found that Virginia high school students are
not being adequately prepared to participate in elec-
tions. Little more than half of students polled could
name one of Virginia's senators.
Ferguson acknowledges the challenges.
Although Virginia21 was established as an advoca-
cy organization, it also attempts to fill gaps in civic
education by posting candidate positions and other
information on its Web site. ,
Virginia2I relies heavily on the Internet. Student
body presidents at 15 public colleges who form the
organization's steering committee drum up atten-
tion through campus-wide e-mails and instant mes-
sages. Some model the approach partly after their
own campaigns for campus office.
"We're getting a really good response," said
Ashley Boyd, student body president at Christopher
Newport University. "Students are really frustrated
with things that are going on in Richmond."
Within a month, "e-Storm the Statehouse" cam-
paigns on public campuses have produced nearly
6,000 signatures for an online petition asking Gov.
Mark Warner and the General Assembly to boost
financial support of colleges and universities.
Warner recently announced a new tax plan that
promises to generate more than $500 million a year
for public schools, colleges, health care and other
programs, but critics have argued that won't be
enough.
Virginia21 plans to run the petition campaign
through the end of the academic semester and send
the finished product to the governor on Dec. 19.
During winter break, Boyd said, about a dozen stu-
dents from each member school will visit offices of
their hometown representatives to discuss a range
of higher education issues and push for online
absentee voter registration.
Officially named the 21st Century Virginia
Coalition, Virginia21 grew last summer out of the
Students of William and Mary Political Action
Committee.
Next year, Ferguson said, the organization will
expand to community colleges, and to private
schools the year after that.
The group also plans to broaden its platform
gradually to include issues such as economic oppor-
tunity and development, Ferguson said. But he and
the steering committee have purposely left the
agenda open-ended.
"We want the issues," Ferguson said, "to come
from the ground up."
$2.00 off any carwash at
3 NEW 933 Stillwater Ave., Old Townvvrm THIS COUPON
Sell-Serve Open daily, 8am-6pm
Couzan /ores 12/15/03
SIGN UP
TODAY FOR
RELAY FOR LIFE.
giVIVIERICANSOC T(CANCW
ffo- Thorkis.thk..-ces
14300-ACS-2345 wrivitancer.org
Former candidate
challenges system
From CONTESTED on page 1
produced as evidence signed
statements from these stu-
dents, and said that if inconsis-
tencies had been registered
within the server in the vice
presidential race, the same
might have true for the presi-
dential election, where the
results were much tighter.
"I don't know if it was the
host or the server," O'Brien
said. "All I can do is bring this
information forward."
O'Brien also said he had
been made aware that approxi-
"99.9 percent
of people voted
on FirstClass.
We should
make sure we
have a system
that works,
regardless of
alternatives."
mately 100 students did not
have the icon appear on their
desktops, a number larger than
the 99 votes that decided the
presidential election. -
Given time to respond to
O'Brien's challenge, Shaler
said she "felt comfortable say-
ing the [voting system] was
stable." Shaler adjusted
O'Brien's figure of students
who did not have the voting
icon on their desktops to 114,
but said the majority of these
students had not registered
their FirstClass accounts at all.
Additionally, she said, there
was a small number of stu-
dents who invoked a privacy
clause which made it impossi-
ble for IT to access their
accounts to add the election
icon.
However, Shaler said she
could not guarantee that the
system was functioning per-
fectly, nor could she account
for the various error messages
some students reported
encountering in the process of
the election.
"My hunch is that if you did
not complete the form in some
way, you would get kin error
message]," she said. Shaler
stressed that voters who were
having problems could have
voted traditionally in
Memorial Union. Only four
votes were collected tradition-
ally.
During a question and
answer portion of the hearing,
Shaler confirmed that it was
impossible to verify that the
students who told O'Brien
they had voted for him had
indeed voted for him. The
FirstClass voting system col-
lects votes and registers the
names of students who voted,
but cannot identify for which
candidate an individual stu-
dent voted, Shaler said.
O'Brien responded that he
still felt the issue serious
enough to warrant investiga-
tion, despite the relative opac-
ity of the electronic system.
"99.9 percent of people
voted on FirstClass," he said.
"We should make sure we have
a system that works, regard-
less of alternatives."
O'Brien suggested that the
boxes on the ballot be made
larger, and that the voting
times be expanded in future
elections to allow a larger por-
tion of the student body to
vote.
The FEPC debated briefly
on Friday afternoon before
releasing their findings by e-
mail later that day.
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Phi Eta to vacate its UM homestead
From PM ETA on page 1
their appeal with Judicial
Affairs and stating that the
case was not handled fairly.
In an Oct. 23 article in The
Maine Campus, Lyons said Phi
Eta had been cleared of
charges related to the incident.
This was apparently not the
case, Lyons said in the state-
ment.
"This was our feeling as
well, but we received a letter
during the hearing on these
(current' allegations that said
we were found guilty of all
charges," Lyons said in the
statement. "We would like to
ask why they did not contact
The Maine Campus and offer a
correction to Ethel article, if in
fact we were guilty of those
charges? Instead they waited
until our latest incident to even
inform us that they had made
this decision."
Lyons also claims informa-
tion submitted during the hear-
ing by David Fiacco, director
of Judicial Affairs, was not
accessible to the fraternity
prior to the hearing, while the
fraternity was required to sub-
mit their materials one busi-
ness day in advance for Fiacco
to review. A list of witnesses
was also required to be submit-
ted before the hearing and,
according to Lyons, Fiacco
was allowed to enter a witness
who was not on his list.
Fiacco did not return requests
for comment.
The decision was made by
judging the fraternity's posi-
tive impacts to the social and
academic community at
UMaine, as well as their previ-
ous history with Judicial
Affairs.
"What good does throwing
23 individuals out of their
house in the middle of the
school year, during finals
week, do for the university or
the individuals involved ...
What kind of positive experi-
ence do these actions offer?,"
Lyons said in the statement.
Lyons pointed out the fra-
ternity's willingness to main-
tain open lines of communica-
tion with Public Safety,
Judicial Affairs and Greek
Life, as well as its organiza-
tion of an endowment fund to
provide scholarships and their
RULED OUT — The brothers of Phi Eta Kappa will be vacating their house following a rul-
ing by The University of Maine.
high GPA — second highest of
UMaine's 14 fraternities — as
reasons for Judicial Affairs to
reconsider its decision. But,
according to Lyons, Judicial
Affairs cited the fraternity's
evidence as "irrelevant" and
called Phi Eta Kappa a "rogue"
fraternity.
"[Judicial Affairs 1 accused
us of having a negative impact
on the university, when in fact
[it is] throwing away possible
scholarships, closer alumni
relations, and more money
going to the university,"
Lyons said in the statement.
"The university's policy
regarding our fraternity
seemed to be guilty until
proven innocent."
Researchers to present evidence
for rapid climate change events
University of Maine scientists
will give presentations about the
sun's influence on global climate,
thinning of the Earth's crust and
volcanic dust in Antarctic ice at one
of the world's largest annual gather-
ings of. geophysicists this month.
Researchers from the UMaine
Climate Change Institute and the
Department of Earth Sciences will
participate in the fall meeting of the
American Geophysical Union,
today through Dec. 12 in San
.Francisco, Calif.
Among the topics they will dis-
cuss is evidence from Antarctica,
Greenland and elsewhere for the
global distribution, timing and forc-
ing of Holocene age (the past
11,500 years) abrupt climate
change events. Growing scientific
evidence supports the idea that sig-
nificant climate shifts within a
decade or less have affected civi-
lizations around the globe and
could occur again.
Among UMaine speakers par-
ticipating in the 2003 AGU fall
meeting are the following:
2,500-YEAR CLIMATE BEAT
Kirk Maasch et at. will summa-
rize results from a global synthesis
of 50 well dated, well resolved
Holocene length paleoclimate
records that demonstrate the near-
synchronous timing of quasi-2,500
year spaced abrupt climate change
events. While significantly subdued
relative to their glacial age counter-
parts, these events are still of signif-
icant magnitude and rapid onset
and decay to be of significance to
humans and ecosystems.
LITTLE ICE AGE
Eric Meyerson et al. will pres-
ent evidence from two of the most
accurately dated polar ice cores
(GISP2 in central Greenland and
Siple Doine in West Antarctica) to
demonstrate that both regions have
experienced similar timing , for
major abrupt climate change
events during the Holocene.
Examination of the most accurate-
ly dated portion of both records,
the last 1500 years (dating error
+/-2 years), demonstrates that the
most recent abrupt climate change
event (nominally the Little Ice
Age) was the most dramatic of the
last 7,000 years. Utilizing a unique
mixture of geographic location and
boundary conditions available
through the Siple Dome record,
researchers have shown that this
most recent abrupt climate change
event propagated from the
Antarctic toward the middle lati-
tudes. The work suggests that the
polar regions may be the initial
receptor for abrupt climate change
events on the order of the Little Ice
Age.
SUNNY CLIMATE
Paul Mayewski et at. will pres-
ent evidence demonstrating that
instrumentally calibrated proxies
(indirect records) for major features
of high latitude circulation devel-
oped from ice cores across
Antarctica and Greenland reveal
strong associations with proxies for
solar variability from ice cores.
These ice core proxies also offer
insight into the potential changes in
atmospheric chemistry that link
changes in solar output to climate
change.
GLASS FROM AFAR
Andrei Kurbatov, et al. will
present an analysis of volcanic
material, or tephra, from the Law
Dome ice core in Antarctica.
Focusing on 15 different ice layers
holding volcanic glass shards from
the past 70o- years, Kurbatov and
his colleagues have begun to link
volcanic eruptions with past atmos-
pheric circulation patterns. Shard
composition does not match mate-
rial from Antarctica, and potential
sources include volcanoes in New
Zealand and South America. Greg
Zielinski, Maine State
Climatologist and research profes-
sor in the Climate Change Institute,
is principal investigator of a
National Science Foundation grant
for this project.
Other UMaine speakers will
include: Blue Spikes, snow accu-
mulation rate distribution in
Antarctica; Leigh Stearns, ice
dynamics of Byrd Glacier,
Antarctica; Phaedra Upton, tecton-
ics of Taiwan; Dan Sandweiss,
geoarcheological evidence of cli-
mate change; Shichang Kang,
snow chemistry on Mt Everest;
Gordon Hamilton, satellite calibra-
tion studies, and scientific outreach.
Created in 1919, AGU is a non-
profit scientific organization serv-
ing a community of more than
41,000 scientists in 130 countries.
Its mission is to promote the scien-
tific study of the Earth and the
space environment.
Defamatory graffiti
litters Hancock Hall
By Rick Redmond
Staff Reporter
An investigation is under
way to find the person or per-
sons who vandalized walls,
doors and a stairwell in
Hancock Hall with anti-gay
defamatory epithets Saturday
night, according to Joe Carr,
spokesperson for the University
of Maine.
No report is available as of
press time to confirm whether
or not residents' accounts con-
cerning a possible suspect are
accurate. Some residents have
come forward with accusations
while others are merely disgust-
ed by the lewd act.
"We were really angry, it's
gross," said Meredith Mcewen,
Hancock Hall resident. "It was
offensive and very annoying
because we have to pay for it,"
she said.
Hancock Hall President
Susan Barnes said that the dam-
ages would definitely be paid
for, but not by hall residents.
Barnes declined to comment on
where the money for repairs
would come from.
Resident Ben Pottle.
described the damages as
"mostly scribbles" appearing
on the first and second floor
hallways and in a basement
stairwell. The writing was done
with a marker stolen off a resi-
dent advisor's marker board.
"Its probably just some
drunk people being stupid,"
said Jared Bernard, Hancock
Hall resident. "It's inappropri-
ate and it's too bad that stuff
like that has to happen in a
dorm."
Residents displaced from
Hancock in weekend storm
From ALARM oft page 1
went off and residents were
evacuated, Martell said.
"It was seriously not even two
minutes later," Mitchell said.
Some residents were under
the impression that a fire was
actually taking place because
of the smoke and mist created
by the fire extinguishers,
according to resident Nick
Gauvin.
The men were described by
Mitchell as in their early 20s,
average height and all with
short brown hair.
Residents were evacuated
during a blizzard Saturday, but
were relocated to Wells
Commons and let back into
Hancock Hall at about 6 a.m.
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Endangered
Greeks
The recent University of Maine
decision to discontinue recognition
of the Phi Eta Kappa fraternity has
dealt the Greek system on campus
another hit.
While Phi Eta Kappa is certainly
guilty of violating University regula-
tions — providing a place for minors
to drink, chief among them — the
community reaction will likely favor
the fraternity. In many minds, anoth-
er vacant house along College
Avenue calls into question the
University's policies regarding fra-
ternities. But while conspiracy theo-
ries and anger will likely follow the
Dec. 20 lockout of another group of
"frat boys," it is important for the
University community to remember
personal responsibility.
While we can't condone Phi Eta
Kappa's actions, we certainly
empathize with the University of
Maine students who fear the death of
their beloved Greek system. UMaine
may be doing the right thing by crack-
ing down on so-called "rogue" frater-
nities, but they should be cognizant of
what their actions may do to student
morale and student life on this campus.
Hopes for 2004
voting process
Students at the University of
Maine found a new icon on their
FirstClass desktops on Monday,
Nov. 4, but due to bad timing and
poor publicity, only 21 percent of
them decided to click on it and vote
for the new student body president
and vice president.
A recent challenge to overturn
the election results by write-in
vice-presidential candidate Dan
O'Brien has called into question
the voting procedures. The elec-
tions were held the day after
Thanksgiving break and lasted
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Many stu-
dents were traveling back to cam-
pus that day, and may not have had
acCess to FirstClass.
We ask that next year. GSS hold
the election in the middle of a week
and allow the voting to continue for a
full 24 hours. We would also like to
see better publicity of candidate
debates, which were held this year
two days before btralc and could not
be coveted by this paper.
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Idiots, bombs and cash
Some things to make you mad before Christmas
• On Ann Coulter's Web site
this week, the conservative pundit
and best-selling author of
"Slander" — a book, incidentally,
available in paperback in time for
the holidays — waxed poetic on
the woes the right wing faced in
fighting down Roe vs. Wade. All
things considered, apparently, it's
not going well: "The first killing
of an abortion doctor by an anti-
abortion activist happened in
1993. Since then, six more people
have been killed in attacks on
abortion clinics, which is fewer
people who ended up dead by
being in the vicinity of recently
released Weatherman Kathy
Boudin." Boudin is an infamous
murderer; the implication here is
that seven dead doctors are not
EDITOR IN CHIEF
enough. Without skipping a beat,
Coulter added that "most of the
abortionists were shot or, depend-
ing upon your point of view, had a
procedure performed on them
with a rifle."
• A headline on CNN's Web site
yesterday morning read, simply:
"Afghans understand deaths." The
deaths at hand — although the
headline does not suggest it, and
the article was unreflective of any
real loss — were those of nine
Afghani children; a bomb intended
for a terrorist, fell instead on the
tiny village of Hutala. It is the third
incident of heavy civilian casualty
in Afghanistan, and shortly, I imag-
ine it will be the third incident of
heavy civilian loss to be swept
under the carpet. To make every-
one involved feel a little better,
Army Lt. Col. Bryan Hilferty
explained that "we looked down
right before we hit the target, [and]
we saw no children." In case that
wasn't enough for the understand-
ably concerned citizens of Hutala,
Hilferty added that Afghanis "had
been through years of war. They're
not happy, but I think it meant a
great deal to them that my com-
mander, Gen. [Lloyd] Austin, came
See XMAS page 9
Letters to the Editor
*A job well done
I recently read Diane
Belanger's article on the state of
the dairy industry in Maine,
"State Holds Fate of Dairy
Industry" in the Nov. 24 edition
of The Maine Campus.
First, let me say that I cover
the industry of agriculture, and its
component occupations for the
Office of Occupational Statistics
and Employment Projections at
the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
Washington, D.C. Having
worked on a dairy farm for four
summers through high school and
one summer during graduate
school, I have been watching and
studying the situation of the dairy
industry for many years. I found
Belanger's article to be first-rate;
she grasped the essentials of the
plight of the dairy industry quite
well.
Second, let me also say that I
graduated with my Master's
degree in Economics from the
University of Maine. Back then,
there was a contingent of econo-
mists in the department who
understood the need to teach us
students — in a formal setting
with the requisite economic theo-
ry — about the extent of corpo-
rate power in the economy. Sadly,
See LETTERS page 9
The art of
IM-ing
Don't fall victim
AERIN
RAYMOND
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Tell me if any of these scenar-
ios sound familiar to you:
•"Send this instant message to
20 people so American Online
will know- you're still active.
Otherwise they'll shut down your
screen name, and beginning on
this date, you will have to start
paying for AIM."
•"Seriously! Bill Gates is shar-
ing his fortune! Send this e-mail
to 15 people and you'll get
$159.65! in the mail next week!
My friend's an attorney, no joke!
She wouldn't lie!"
•"Warning: delete all files
called "C:/". They could be a dan-
gerous virus that slowly takes
hold of your computer and will
make it shut down forever."
Are you kidding me? In the
last week I've received more than
one of these e-mails/IMs, and
every time I do, I feel like reach-
ing for the nearest sharp object
and jabbing it through my face.
Are people seriously this gullible?
Or do you just like annoying your
friends with stupid things they'll
just delete anyway? They're not
dumb enough to send it to their
friends and start a war of stupid
junk mail, so why would you do
it?
Listen up people. AOL has
made so much money from being
an Internet Service Provider that
they'll never have to charge for
AIM, and they could care less
who's using an active screen.
name. It's nearly impossible for
them to check the number of peo-
ple you instant message to see
whether you use your screen
names or not. I can still log on to
my first screen name ever from
1998 — think about it.
Bill Gates, that greedy man, is
not, nor will he ever, share his for-
tune, especially with the likes of
us just because we send him an e-
mail. While I commend his forti-
tude in wealth, he has yet to share
it with anyone you know.
And finally, are you really
See AIM page 9
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out and personally expressed his
condolences."
• The Boston Globe may have
jumped the gun with its double-
deck headline proclaiming the
legislation of gay marriage in
Massachusetts. According to an
informal poll last week, more
than half the state's lawmakers,
including the state Senate presi-
dent and the House majority
leader, will vote against the con-
stitutional amendment. Most of
the state's top officials are lean-
ing toward creating a civil-union
type statute modeled after
Vermont's recently revised law.
Sadly, the reversal seems more or
less a product of political pander-
ing. Representative Phillip
Travis, who is pushing the bill,
admitted to The Globe that
changing the language of the pro-
posed amendment from marriage
to civil-union is the only way to
get it passed. "I am doing this in
a political realm and the reality is
that I want 101 votes," Travis
said. 101 votes are required for
the bill to move to the next stage.
"This is the most important vote I
AIM
dumb enough to follow the advice
of some random forward-and-
delete-something that could be
vital to your system because an e-
mail says so? That last quote was
a parody, but there have been e-
mails I've gotten telling me to
delete my video card and my mas-
ter volume because "they might
be dangerous viruses." I realize
some of you don't know much
about computers, and that's per-
fectly fine. But for god sakes,
before you delete anything off
your computer because some
moron sent you a forward, ask
someone who knows something
about computers.
Forwards are stupid, and 99
percent of the time they're as
fake as Michael Jackson's skin
color. .You won't be charged for
free services because of lack of
use, you won't get any money
Letters
this contingent is now down to
one active professor, Professor
Melvin Burke, and one retired
professor emeritus, Professor
Mark Lutz. Needless to say, it
would behoove most students
interested in this issue to seek out
both professors.
Having seen what's become of
dairy farming in Maine and the
from page 8
will participate in in my 21 years
in the State House. If I have to
amend it to keep the essence
together that is within the latitude
of my common sense."
• As of Sunday evening,
according to the Office of
National Drug Control Policy,
more than $36,011,202,905 had
been spent on America's "War on
Drugs." A majority of that money
goes to the White House's large-
scale media campaign, which
publishes ads that target, among
other problems, the misconcep-
tion that Asian kids don't like pot:
"It could happen to your kids. Do
you really know what they're up
to after school and what they
actually do with their friends? Do
they trust you and seek out your
advice? Realize that Asian kids
are also susceptible to drug abuse
and that you can keep them away
from drugs." In a related develop-
ment, the number of drug law
arrests, which rises every. 20 sec-
onds, was upped to 1,480,651.
Money well spent.
Matt Shaer is a senior English
major.
from page 8
from an e-mail, and you certain-
ly won't have luck in love or
any other aspect of your life
because you forward an e-mail
and annoy the hell out of 25
people in your address book.
I'm asking everyone to take a
stand. I propose you lift your right
pinkie from the keyboard and hit
the delete key if you get an e-mail
like this, or hit the escape key if
someone sends you an IM about
one of these topics. And don't forget
that the cute boy or girl you've been
talking to for a few weeks, the one
that sent you a picture of him/her in
a tiny bathing suit, is probably some
47-year-old balding man sitting at
his computer in his underwear,
laughing his ass offal you.
Aerin Raymond is a sophomore
new media major who gets flustered
with people who know nothing
about computers.
from page 8
entire country and having seen
what is no longer being offered in
most curricula on economics, I
am especially awed by Belanger's
skills in this reporting. Obviously,
1 think she has a sound grasp of
economics.
Kevin M. McCarron
UMaine graduate class of
1996
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• Chow Mate
• Voter fraud
• Ho- mefries from
the Black Bear Grill
The fate of hunters
Pear baiting at a crossroads with '04 referendum
The Maine Friends of Animals
has formed a political action com-
mittee called "Maine Citizens for
Fair Bear Hunting" and are seeking
to prohibit the use of bait, dogs and
traps to hunt, pursue and capture
bear. As a Maine hunter and trap-
per, I am horror-struck by this pro-
posal. Maine citizens will face los-
ing the freedom to hunt black bears
with anything but a rifle if the pro-
posed referendum passes in Nov.
2004.
There are more than 23,000
bear in the State of Maine and
3,000 to 4,000 killed every fall
season, the population of bears is
still steadily rising. According to
the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife, 80 percent
of the bear harvests in 2001
occurred over bait. People that are
not familiar with bear hunting
may not understand how incredi-
bly hard it is to hunt bear with
simply a rifle. Bears can smell
people, can detect human move-
ment, and live in areas up to 100
square miles wide. These three
factors make the use of bait very
important. If the proposed law
passed, there would be substan-
tially fewer bears killed per year;
therefore, the population of bears
would grow considerably.
The overpopulation of bears
will serve as a nuisance to humans.
Black bears will take advantage of
almost any readily available food
source. Once bears learn about
human food sources, it is not easy
RYAN
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to recondition them to the wild and
this can lead to conflicts between
bears and people. An example of
this type of conflict is that in 1996,
the Massachusetts legislature
passed a ban on the use of body-
gripping traps. In the seven years
since, the beaver population in the
state has tripled to 70,000. With
flooding and property damage out
of control, Massachusetts was
forced to spend millions of dollars
on professional beaver trappers.
Maine stands to make the same
mistake with black bears.
According to Maine IFW, over-
all participation in hunting in Maine
is declining. Nearly 50 percent of
last year's bear permits were issued
to nonresidents of our state. Bear
permit revenue was $1.4 million in
2002. If the proposed referendum
passes, Maine IFW's budget and
Maine's economy will both be dras-
tically affected because fewer peo-
ple will hunt bears. On top of that,
Maine's economy will be further-
more affected because out-of-
staters will no longer bring business
to Maine every bear season. If the
proposed referendum passes,
tourists will soon realize that Maine
is no longer "the way life should
be," and it would also no longer be
"vacationland."
The MFOA is dedicated to
ending animal cruelty and pro-
moting the humane treatment of
animals in Maine. However, vir-
tually all scientific tests confirm
that regularly tended and proper-
ly sized foothold traps do not
cause significant, permanent, or
life-threatening injuries.
Foothold traps are recognized,
accepted and endorsed by the
conservation community. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
International Association of Fish
and Wildlife Agencies, The
Wildlife Society and a whole host
of conservation organizations
support the use and need for
foothold traps.
You should oppose the Bear
referendum because hunters can
not keep the bear population at a
manageable level without bait,
dogs and traps. If we cannot effec-
tively hunt bear, we will have
fewer hunters and the state will
lose permit revenue. Even Gov.
John Ba/clacci supports George
Smith, the executive director of the
Sportsman's Alliance of Maine.
Smith described the MFOA's posi-
tion best when he said, "Let's
understand what they are after.
They are after every one of us and
everything we enjoy about hunt-
ing, fishing and trapping in Maine.
It's all on the line, folks. This is our
defining moment."
Ryan POP& Is a sophomore rynt-
struction management technology
major.
Dealing with road blocks
Is your life worth 30 seconds on a Friday?
• Three people were stopped
from killing other innocent people
two weeks ago. As those three peo-
ple traveled through the University
of Maine premises, our university's
Public Safety officers charged
them with operating under the
influence. Lives were quite possi-
bly saved by a quick 30-second
check of cars driving through cam-
pus two Fridays ago. Still, there
was apparently something to com-
plain about by some people on this
campus.
Third-year student Jason
Arsenault was quoted in a Maine
Campus article Nov. 24 as saying
that the roadblocks were "an excuse
to interrogate law-abiding citizens."
He said he felt his rights were vio-
lated by the checkpoints. He said,
"While I want to stop drunk driving
I am not willing to be subjected to
such sneaky tactics in order to do
so." How, then, does Arsenault and
others who whined with him after
the checkpoints suggest Public
Safety officers handle the problem
of drunk driving on a large college
campus such as this one? If there
are better ways than checkpoints,
please lead the way Arsenault.
There obviously is a problem
even here at UMaine with drunk
driving. Public Safety Lt. Jeff King
said in the same article, "We have
seen double the OUls and it's only
three-quarters of the way through
ANGELA
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the semester."
Forty-one percent of the people
who died in all traffic accidents last
year were victims of alcohol-related
crashes. The number of alcohol-
related traffic fatalities rose to
17,419 in 2002 — which is nearly
the equivalent of losing two jetlin-
ers of people every week for a year,
according to the chairperson for the
National Transportation Safety
Board.
Now, those of you who com-
plained about having been stopped
for no more than a minute, pretend
for a moment that one of those
fatalities was your sister, brother,
best friend, parent or significant
other. Now was the time it took to
make sure you were not endanger-
ing others worth it?
Public Safety had reason to con-
duct its checkpoints. In what way is
that a "sneaky tactic?" People who
are guilty of drunk driving feel it is
sneaky and unjust if they perhaps
have been at fault in the past or that
particular night. It is only rude,
annoying, frustrating, irritating,
wrong or stupid in the eyes of those
whose friends were the ones
charged with OU1 and punished for
those offenses. It is only a hassle to
those who don't think twice about
abusing alcohol and getting behind
the wheel.
For me, however, it was a bless-
ing to see those officers. Student-
saviors with their flashlights and
smiling faces who took no more
than 30 seconds of my Friday night
to ask me where I was coming from
as if to say, "Hey did you have a
good night tonight?" Then they
brushed me on my way after having
found nothing to be of concern.
I felt safer that night on this
campus than I've felt in a long time.
I commended the officers for
spending several cold and dark
hours outside to make sure that
nobody was killed or put in harm's
way because other people were stu-
pid and incompetent at realizing the
dangers of mixing alcohol and
vehicles.
To complain about such a sim-
ple, yet generous, act of helping is
beyond irritating to me and proba-
bly many other students out there.
We should be thankful we have
people who care about us instead
of whining that we couldn't get to
the next party one minute faster
that Friday night. Honestly, what
age are we? I thought we were all
adults here. Apparently I was
wrong.
Angela Fiandaca is a senior
journalism major.
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A little
Phish-y
Drummer surprises
mass media class
By Noelie Richard
Copy Editor
Her students knew to show
up Friday morning for a surprise
guest speaker, but no one in
Laura Lindenfeld's Introduction
to Mass Communication class
knew who to expect.
Lindenfeld teased the curious
crowd by introducing the speak-
er as her husband's friend, who
took up drums and joined a col-
lege band that was "kind of
sucky at first." Lindenfeld said
that though the band is well-
known, "they're not part of the
mainstream music industry."
Lindenfeld, referencing a
Rolling Stone cover, announced
to the class "The drummer in the
dress, Jon Fishman from Phish."
Fishman wasn't wearing a
dress for this appearance.
Instead, he looked preuy nor-
mal, with New Balance sneakers
and a "Vote Regime Change
2004" T-shirt.
"The first time,
I played with
Phish at this
place called
the Oronoka."
This was his second visit to
the University of Maine.
"The first time, I played with
Phish at this place called the
Oronoka," he said.
Lindenfeld had invited
Fishman to talk to her CMJ 100
class about the music industry.
"I guess it starts with 14-
year-old girls and plastic,"
Fishman said.
He went on to say that Phish
— America's greatest jam band
according to Rolling Stone — has
existed for 20 years "outside the
industry's 14-year-old girl plas-
tic-selling machine."'
Without a prepared presenta-
tion, Fishman had the audience
ask him questions.
When asked if Phish tried to
get its music into the main-
stream, Fishman said "That was
always the battle." He explained
that "If you can get 14-year-old
girls to like your music, they'll
bring the boys and you'll sell
your music." r
Fishman cited Madonna as
the "Queen of the 14-year old
girls,'.' and said that Phish never
got a bite from that demographic.
See NISH page 13
St le
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ON PRANCER — Clara, played by Jessica Speed, performed with The Bangor
Symphony Orchestra and Robinson Ballet in The Nutcracker" Saturday afternoon in the
MCA.
A Suite Success
Robinson Ballet Company perform "Nutcracker" at MCA
By Julia Hall
Head Copy Editor
For those who are not famil-
iar with the Robinson Ballet
and what it's all about, this
Review
weekend's performances of the
holiday classic, "The
Nutcracker," by Peter Ilyich
Tehaikovsky, at the Maine
Center for the Arts would have
been a disappointment.
But considering the produc-
tion featured all local dancers,
including students from River
City Dance Center in Bangor and
Ellsworth, Thomas School of
Dance in Bangor. and the
University of Maine, and further
considering the MCA stage is not
large enough to perfectly execute
a production as grand as "The
Nutcracker," the Robinson Ballet
did a fair job.
And although most of the
dancers were not perfect in terms
of technique, it didn't really mat
ter: the audience loved the show.
Maybe it was the children: the
ballet featured 30 youngsters
from the Bangor Area Children's
Choir who sang during "A
Winter Scene in a Pine Forest,"
which included beautiful dances
by the Snow Queen (Stevie
Dunham of Bangor) and Snow
Prince (Caleb McGary of
Brewer). Many audience mem-
bers pointed in delight at the
names they recognized on the
program.
See NUTCRACKER page 12
FASHION SENSE
Did you
really wear
that?
By Chelsea
Frost
For The
Maine
Campus
First off, let me make it clear
that I do not consider myself a
fashion guru and I do not devote
my life to trend-setting, but I am a
shopoholic and I am obsessed
with clothes. The goal of this col-
umn is simply to educate and
inform about the fashion Ins and
Outs and Dos and Don'ts.
This being my fourth year at
the University of Maine, I have
seen many Dos and thousands of
Don'ts wandering this campus
without a clue. Here is a list of
some of fashion's biggest bonuses
as well as many of the larger faux
pas.
Dos
- Wear colors that complement
your eyes.
- Try different styles of clothes.
You won't know what looks good
unless you try.
- Own a wool winter coat that
can be dressed up or down.
- Accessorize! Ladies, this
could mean jewelry, a matching
purse, or shoes. Guys, this could
be an '80s mesh ball cap,
Timberlands or some bling bling.
- Learn how to iron. Wrinkly
clothes look sloppy and suggest
laziness. If you absolutely refuse
to imn, then an alternative would
be to fold or hang up your clothes
immediately after taking them out
of the dryer (or do something nice
for your girlfriend in exchange for
ironing duties).
- Make sure your belt matches
your shoes. In other words, no
black belt with brown shoes
(ladies, same rule applies to your
purses).
- Get (or give yourself) a mani-
cure/pedicure at least twice a
month. This goes for guys as well;
no girl wants to cut her hands on
your calluses.
- Know your seasons and wear
the appropriate clothes.
- Personalize your outfits to
avoid being a walking advertise-
ment for Abercrombie.
- Make an actual effort. The
fact is most college kids are all
about the dating scene (or hook-
ups), so ladies, the greasy pony-
tail/ sweatshirt and jeans look is
not working. nor is the brewery
cologne that the guy sitting next to
you wears every Friday morning.
See FASHION page 12
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SPOOKY — Strand Cinema stands on Church Street in
downtown Skowhegan. The one-screen theater is
rumored to be haunted.
DESTINATION: SKOWHEGAN
HAUNTS
and the
NATIVES
Variety of quirky landmarks
enhance central Maine city
Story by Kyle Webster enjoying a quick 45-minute ride,
Style Editor we finally reached this "City to.'
look out for," as described by the
Photos by Aaron Ski!ling welcome sign at the town limits.
Asst. Production Manager Our first stop in town was on
Route 2 in downtown. We pulled
When Aaron Skilling, photog- up right next to the Empire
rapher and Assistant Production Grille, a fake restaurant that was
Manager for the Maine Campus, built as one of the main sets for
and I first set out for Skowhegan the movie, "Empire Falls," that
and Madison on Saturday after- was recently filmed there. This
noon, we had set expectations. movie set of a downtown is actu-
We would arrive, take pictures ally one of the bigger attractions
and leave. Nothing more, nothing in the area as of late. According
less. As usually happens here in to several residents of the area,
Maine, things changed. Skowhegan seemed to lose part
We set out for the metropolis of its identity for a while, since
that is Skowhegan at roughly most aspects of the downtown
2:45 p.m. on Saturday. After area were renamed to reflect the
film.
After peeking into the win-
dows of the restaurant and admir-
ing the fact that it really did
appear to be an old, crappy diner,
we set off for the foot bridge that
crossed over the Kennebec River.
At this point the snow began to
pick up at a rapid pace and the
temperature quickly dropped.
Regardless, we headed out to the
center of the river to catch a
glimpse of the view and the fac-
tories that sat on the river's
banks. One of the highlights of
the city that we could see from
the bridge was the New Balance
shoe factory.
While on the bridge, we
encountered our first native. He
was a scruffy looking man who
encouraged us to stay warm and
STANDING TALL — The stopped to chat for a hit. After he
Skowhegan Indian stands finally left, we awkwardly
above a Cumberland laughed and quickly headed in
Farms parking lot. The stat- the opposite direction. If nothing
ue, erected in the '70s, is a else, we had determined that the
celebrated landmark of the townsfolk here were pretty
area. friendly.
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MOVIE SET — The Empire Grill was the main set for the recent Paul Newman film
"Empire Falls." It was renovated this summer to fit the look needed for the movie.
We then walked back to what
seemed to be the main block in
town. On a small median that
separated the two main streets, a
small Christmas tree was set up.
This was just one of many sea-
Despite our
efforts, we
started finding
it difficult to
locate more
attractions in
the area.
sonal decorations that dotted the
downtown region.
Despite our efforts, we started
finding it difficult to locate more
attractions in the area. Therefore
we found it suitable to head into
the only downtown store that was
open to question the clerk. This
store was the First Amendment
pornography shop.
The man working
there was relatively
helpful, pointing us
in the direction of
the Strand Theater,
an old-style cinema
that is rumored to
be haunted.
We reached the
theater, which was
located on Church
Street, in relatively
little time. On the
outside, the cinema
was a beautiful dis-
play of yesteryear.
An old box office
stood in between
two doorways that
led to the lobby of
this one screen the-
ater. Inside, murals
encompassed the
walls, showing
scenes of rolling
hills with the words
"Strand Theater"
elegantly written on
See SKOWHEGAN on
Page 13
11
CITY LIGHTS — A Christmas tree
stands on a median between two
major roads as part of the downtown
decorations for the holiday season.
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Local dancers bring holiday cheer to MCA
From NUTCRACKER page 10
"It's sort of a sense of family
and community," Brewer native
Rebecca Breau said in a Bangor
Daily News article on Thursday,
Nov. 27. Breau, who danced the
role of the Sugar Plum Fairy, is
currently studying dance at New
York University's Tisch School
of the Arts. Breau and Ian
Robinson (also of Brewer, and
also studying dance at the Tisch
School), who danced the role of
the Cavalier, were the most pro-
fessional-looking dancers in the
production. Their Grand Pas De
Deux was the highlight of the
show.
Other crowd favorites were
the performance by Clara
(Jessica Speed) and the "Coffee
from Arabia" dance, performed
by Katrina Smedal and Daniel
Martin. Smedal, 19, is a junior at
the University of Maine major-
ing in kinesiology. Her portrayal
of the Arabian princess was mys-
terious and sensual.
Most of the production's
strengths were in the second act
— which is surprising for a show
that is often renowned for its
delightful first act. Although the
"Winter Scene in a Pine Forest"
was magical as always, the sec-
ond scene, "Home of the
Silberhaus Family," featured
simple choreography that might
have worked if the stage had not
been so crowded. As it hap-
pened, most of the dancers were
lost on the stage.
CAMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNEY
TIP TOES — The cast of the Nutcracker, a production at the MCA, danced for full audiences Saturday and Sunday.
The ballet left out scenes that
one normally sees in
"Nutcracker" productions. For
some reason, the Nutcracker doll
in Clara's dream never material-
ized to look like a human man.
Instead, he kept his oversized
wooden head, clumsily dancing
with only minimal stage time.
Whether this was to keep the
show shorter or to simply mini-
mize the role of the Nutcracker
himself is a mystery.
The music for the production
was provided by the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra. Led by
conductor Xiao-Lu Li, world-
renowned symphonic conductor
and concert violinist from China,
the musicians were flawless.
Keith Robinson and Maureen
Lynch, co-Artistic Directors for
the Robinson Ballet, were ambi-
tious in their decision to produce
"The Nutcracker." Thanks to a
few strong performances, they
pulled it off. There are few bal-
lets that could get away with
this, and "The Nutcracker" is
one of them. When the audience
came to the MCA Saturday
night, they weren't looking for
perfect dancing. They wanted to
see holiday magic, filled with
dolls that come to life, a battle
with the King Rat, dancing sugar
plums, princes and queens, and
Clara's Christmas dream that is
Tchaikovsky's masterpiece.
Mission accomplished.
'Samurai' slices open epic winter market
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
Set in 1876, "The Last Samurai"
begins with the introduction of an
almost unlikely hero, Union Army
Capt. Nathan Algren, played by an
Review
actor who seems even more unlike-
ly to fit the role. Tom Cruise (who
also served as co-producer), plays
Algren, a master of strategy who
has helped to squelch American
Indian rebels. Algren is enlisted by
the Japanese emperor to help eradi-
cate the last remaining Satnurai
warriors who are hindering the
development of the railroads there.
After his first battle with the
Samurai, Captain Algren is cap-
tured. The Samurai tribe, led by the
charismatic Katsumoto (Ken
Wantanabe), does not kill Algren
but instead trains him in its ways.
Algren, who is accustomed to
drowning out his own thoughts
with the bottle, has a chance to
reclaim his dignity and redeem his
sins against the American Indian
people. He has the opportunity to
seize the opportunity at the risk of
certain death.
Edward Zwick, director of such
powerful films as "Glory" and
"Courage Under Fire," helms "The
Last Samurai" from a script by
COURTESY PHOTO • IMBD.COM
SAYONARA — Captain Nathan Algren, played by Tom Cruise, and Katsumoto, played by
Ken Wantanabe, lead the samuri army through Japan in the movie The Last Samurai."
himself and John Logan
("Gladiator"). Zwick is no stranger
to orchestrating epic battles for the
silver screen and his expertise is
used to its fullest effect. Yet it is not
on the battlefield where this film is
at its best, although its battle scenes
are gripping. Rather, this film is
most engaging during the dialogues
between Katsumoto and Algren.
The two performances create a
dynamic that ignites the serene.
Tom Cruise seemed an unlikely
choice for the role of Algren, but his
performance as the captain with
one too many skeletons in his clos-
et is portrayed perfectly. When he
suits up for war in the final act of
the film, I could not help but get
goose bumps. The casting brilliance
doesn't stop with the leads. Even
the smallest parts were cast with
care as each role takes on meaning.
"The Last Samurai" could best
be described as the polar opposite
of "Braveheart" on the scale of war
films. Instead of a man defending
his own people, we have a man
defending the existence of a culture
that he has just learned about but
falls so deeply in love with he can't
help but fight for it. This film has
taken on its themes in an epic way,
and you cannot shake its effects
even after you leave the movie the-
ater. It will move you and it will
make you think; both of which
seem to be a lot to ask from a pic-
ture nowadays.
Fashion tips
revealed
From FASHION page 10
You never know who you may
run into so you should always be
looking your best.
Don'ts
- Tucking your shirt in without
wearing a belt never looks good.
- NO MULLETS! (enough
said)
- White socks do not go with
dress shoes (leave the white tube
socks to Jack-0).
- Ladies, hike up those pants.
We are tired of looking at your
thongs. This is NOT a cute trend.
The guys may gawk but they will
not want to date you.
- Don't wear clothes that are
too small, they will only make you
look bigger. And definitely no
VPL (visible panty line).
- Guys, sneakers do NOT go
with everything. Invest in some
sporty loafers and boots.
- Flannel is out, so you have
permission to bum your L. L.
Bean shirts. Speaking of L. L.
Bean, it's time to get a new back-
pack, we hope by now you are old
enough to remember what your
bag looks like so you do not need
your initials on it.
- Wearing socks with sandals
should never be done.
- Never wear your Ushuaia
clothes to class or the library.
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Phish drummer Fishman surprises CMJ 100
From PHISH page 10
Fishman balanced speaking
to the crowd with paying atten-
tion to his toddling daughter,
Ella, who preferred exploring
the room over sitting with her
mother and baby brother, Jack.
"There's an inherent contra-
diction in the term 'music
industry," Fishman said. "On
one hand, there's the word
'music,' which means to me art
for art's sake. Music, in its
purest form, reaches for the
highest part of the human spir-
it. Then, there's the word
'industry,' which implies mass-
production and money, limits
and hooks and sales."
Someone in the crowd then
asked what the industry most
pressured Phish to change.
"Time," Fishman said with a
laugh. "We have the hardest
time getting anything down to
five minutes."
When asked if he wanted
Phish to become such a big
name, Fishman said, "I think
everyone wants to make their
mark in this world, to be good
at what they do, and to get
recognition from their peers. I
always wanted to be a drum-
mer's drummer — someone who
other drummer's looked at."
Near the end of the hour, an
audience member asked
Fishman for his opinion on the
record industry cracking down
on file-sharing.
"For Phish," Fishman said ,
"I think it's the greatest thing
in the world. Napster made us
look huge. File-share all you
want."
Fishman then described
Phish's file-sharing service,
which allows fans to download
music from past shows for
$10.
"Our philosophy [for live
showsj is that you paid for it
already. You own it. It's out
in the world," he said.
The service's proceeds go
to the Mockingbird
Foundation, which provides
musical instruments for under-
privileged children.
"But we can afford. to [give
away the money raised from
file-sharing]," he said.
Fishman's presentation
gave Lindenfeld's students
insight into some topics they
have discussed in class. At
one point, Fishman apologized
for his scattered train of
thought. He just had a lot to
say — and a few distractions
from Ella.
"Forgive me. I'm not a lec-
turer. And usually I have a big
drum set to hide behind."
CAMPUS PHOTO •
EARLY MORNING SURPRISE — Surprise guest lecturer and Phish drummer, John
Fishman, discusses the music industry with CMJ 100 students Friday morning, accom-
panied by his family and daughter Ella (left).
ANNA-MARIA EASLFY
Mad Stylin'
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLIE BARBER
UMAINE, WHERE YOU AT? — Casey Sprogis, who sometimes
goes by MP a.k.a Cheef, showed his bling-bling rapping skills
at Thursday night's Frequency show. Sprogis would yell,
"UMaine, where you at?" and the crowd interacted in the show
by yelling back.
Looking out for Skowhegan
From SKOWHEGAN page 11
them. The woman working
at the theater informed us
that the theater was said
to be haunted by two
ghosts who have been
spotted by several
patrons. The architecture
and overall ambiance to
this place was amazing
and I found myself wish-
ing that we could stay
longer, or catch a movie
there at some point.
Following the sugges-
tion of -the theater
employee, we headed up
to Commercial Street to
see what is simply known
as the "Skowhegan
Indian." This structure
was truly interesting.
"The Indian" stands high
above the parking lot of a
Cumberland Farms gas
station. It is almost hid-
den in this back area and
would be difficult to find
for anyone unfamiliar
with where to go. In front
of the Indian, we encoun-
tered yet another interest-
ing native. As I ran to get
a closer look of the stat-
ue, a man sitting in a
pick-up truck rolled
down his window and
offered to move his vehi-
cle. We had been there
for quite some time and
had noticed no movement
from the truck prior to
this, so it is safe to say
we were pretty sketched
out. We quickly left the
area and headed further
up Commercial Street.
We followed signs to
the County Fairgrounds,
which were located right
next to the town Wal-
Mart. The Fairgrounds
looked pretty nice, but
were covered in snow
and desolate due to the
season. The Wal-Mart, on
While it may
not be a "city
to watch out
for," it is
surely a city
to visit if you
happen to be
in the area.
the other hand, was by
far the most bustling area
in town.
We quickly left and
headed to our next desti-
nation, Madison.
This didn't work out
quite as we had planned
due to the fact that our
car began skidding and
sliding into areas we
couldn't describe due to
our lack of being able to
actually see what was in
front of us. We then made
the educated decision to
turn around and cross out
Madison from our list of
places to go.
As we drove back
through town, we opted
to head on 201 on the
other side of the river. On
our way there, we passed
by a few small bars and
ice cream stands that
looked slightly shady, but
fun at the same time.
After a much longer
than necessary drive to
Waterville, we decided
to stop at Friendly's for
some dinner. First off,
let me say that we need a
Friendly's up here in the
Bangor area. The meal
was cheap and delicious.
Second, while eating we
enjoyed the company of
our waitress who ironi-
cally is in my math
class.
At this point the
weather had taken an
unbelievable turn for the
worse, so we decided that
it was time for us to
brave the elements and
head back home.
Our drive home was
dotted with skidding,
slow cars and blasts of
snow that made visibility
minimal at best.
We did enjoy our time
in Skowhegan and deter-
mined that it was defi-
nitely worth the trip.
While it may not be a
"city to watch out for," it
is surely a city to visit if
you happen to be in the
area.
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Sammy Davis Jr., Ben Franklin, and
Yoda playing strip poker
"I'm sorry, I just can't get excited
about your suggestions — I'm ALREADY
everywhere I wanna be."
At the beach, Bob discovered that
two thongs don't make a right.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Naval research
project
7 Collins or
Hartman
11 Toward the
stern
14 Spanish sheep
15 Fabled also-ran
16 Talk baby talk
17 Position
properly
18 Countrified
20 " Galahad"
21 Vermont's Allen
23 Elliott or Jay
24 Sushi fish
25 Damp
26" Town"
27 Matter-of-fact
28 Handled the
intros
30 Jurist Fortas
33 Pitcher's miscue
34 Student's
performance
37 Flower that
reeks
40 Tears to pieces
41 Exquisite
43 Carrie in "Star
Wars"
44 Titled Brit
45 Put off guard
47 Natl. network
50 "Mr. "
53 Singer Page
54 Prune
55 Disgraced
Agnew
57 Violinist Isaac
58 Dined
59 Well-read elite
61 Christie of
mysteries
63 Rink material
64 Ripening agent
65 Leaning one
66 Mas' men
67 Traditional tales
68 Dirty looks
DOWN
1 Released fumes
2 More than a little
strange
3 Dryly
4 Abandon the
truth
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
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5 Jerry Stiller's
wife
6 Alluvial acreage
7 Meaningful
sequence of
words
8 Poltergeist
9 Taxing grp.
10 Release
11 On the nose
12 Stable
newcomer
13 Narrated
19 $ promise
22 Bumpkin
29 Gerbils
31 Spoiled
32 Ernie of the
PGA
33 Pester
35 Seconding an
opinion
36 Pers. pension
savings
37 ___ Moines, IA
38 "Aladdin" prince
39 Wood-eating
pests
12/08/03
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42 Informant
43 Recent
46 Parody
47 Nebraska river
48 Trouble oneself
49 Asparagus
units
51 Vein of iron
52 Upright
55 Lose footing
56 Twelve-point
measure
60 Formerly
62 Tankard filler
LV.N4ARAPersonalls
SIMPLE KIND OF LIFE
Down to earth girl, enjoys contra
dancing, interesting conversa-
tion and the good and simple
life. Looking for a humble man
who can make me laugh and will
go for walks with me in the
woods. Carhartts a plus.
@12081
THE KEEPER?
Feminist dyke with a love of
vaginas, believes in peace and
honest conversation, looking
to date other women. Hairy
pits and sex toys a 'plus. If
you know what "The Keeper"
is, then you're a keeper.
@I2082
COMPUTER GEEK
Dear sir or madam,
I am looking for a female with
big hard drives and a free bay. I
guarantee I will max out your
CPU. @12083
I HATE YOU
BUT I LOVE YOU
Short lush seeking chapeau-ed
computer nerd fun, sexual ten-
sion-filled discussions about
relationships, height and staples.
We both wear hoodies but I'm
above you on the chain of com-
mand. @12084
GENTLEMEN?
What happened to all the chival-
rous men? 'The ones who cele-
brate anniversaries and give flow-
ers for no reason and open doors
for their better halves? If anyone
knows a single man with a big
hearts aquick wit and a beautiful
soul, send him my way. @12085
NOT A BOI
Is there a masculine, head-game-
free gay man on this campus, or
am I shit out of luck? I pray
every day that I'm not the only
one in this world fighting the
"queer" stereotype. If you're out
there, let this chivalrous man
come to your rescue. Sallies
need not apply. @12086
TO RESPOND TO A PER-
SONAL AD: E-mail MEC
Personals on FirstClass with
your name and phone number.
Write the code of the ad you're
responding to in the subject
line. Your contact litlinlita tion
will then be jOnY.tirded Jo th,'
person vt•ho placed the ad.
TO PLACE A PERSON,1I. ,AD:
E-mail MEC Personals on
FirstClass with yquf personal
ad of 40 words or fewer. Write
"SUBMISSION" in the subject
line and include your contact
information in the body of the e-
mail. Your ad will be published
with a code, and you will he e-
mailed the contact information
of any responders.
You: Ace.
Me: Gary.
Me: Scarlett. You: Rhett.
Me: Danny. You: Sandy.
Me: Schroeder. You: Lucy.
Me: Romeo. You: Juliet.
Me: Robbie. You: Julia.
Me: Siegfried. You: Roy.
Me: Harry. You: Sally.
Me: Ozzie. You: Harriet.
Me: Ricky. You: Lucy.
Me: Fred. You: Wilma.
Me: Homer. You: Marge.
Me: Lancelot. You: Guinevere.
Me: Clyde. You: Bonnie.
Me: Donald. You: Daisy.
Me: Han Solo. You: Leis..
Me: Mickey. You: Minnie.
Me: in : • e.
•
Personal Ads in The Maine Campus are FREE,
and here's how they work:
Step One:
E-mail your personal ad (40 words or fewer),
your name, and your phone number to mEc
Personals on FirstClass with "SUBMISSION" in
the subject line.
Step Two:
The matchmakers at The Maine Campus will
replace your name with a code and publish
your lid in the paper.
Step Three:
Responders will. e-mail their contact informa-
tion to MEC Personals on FirstClass with your
code in the subject line.
Step Four:
The matchmakers will forward you the respon-
der's contact information.
Step Five:
Happily ever after.
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For the fans
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
SIGN HERE — Karen Droog, co-captain of the women's hockey team, signs her name on a young fan'sT-shirt. Following Saturday's game
against Northeastern University, members of the Black Bears met with area youngsters and signed autographs.
www.mainecampus.com
MilineCampus ClaSsi fi e d s
MISCELLANEOUS 
Legal services for
undergraduates. free
consultation. service
of student govern-
ment. M-W-Th; lower
level Memorial Union.
581-1789. EC Theodore
Curtis or David Miller.
EZ Shopping con-
sultants. Let us shop
for you this holiday
season, 207-581-8836
Karen.
TRAVEL
1 Spring Break
Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Best
Prices. Free Parties &
Meals! 1-800-234-7007
w.endlesssurnalertours.com
USA SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Jamaica &
More! Don't be fooled!
Go with quality &
experience! 28 years
in business, largest
student tour operator
(division of USA
Student Travel). Call
toll free: 1-877-460-
6077. Now also hiring
campus reps. Earn 2
free trips for travel-
ers & $$.
Spring Break 2004
with STS. America's #1
Student Tour Operator.
Hiring campus reps.
Call for group dis-
counts. Info, reserva-
tions: 1-800-648-4849.
# I SPRING BREAK
operator! Check our
web-site for the best
deals.
www.vagabondtours.com
Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica & Florida
Group organizers
EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH....Call today!
866-273-2500
#1 Spring Break!
Hottest Destinations,
Best Prices. Campus
Reps Wanted.
800-234-7007
sbreak.com
Spring Break-sign up
with Student Express and
get FREE roundtrip 
airline tickets to 
over 15 international 
destinations- including
Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica,
Carribean hot spots, and
more. Why go with
anyone else, Limited
offer-call now.
Commission rep positions
also available.
800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress,corn
fIELP WANTED
Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250 a day
potential local posi-
tions
800-293-3985 x225
WANTED EXOTIC
DANCERS for Club La
Casa. Fast cash, flexi-
ble schedules no
experience necessary
Busy season starting
days: 474-1937 eves: 746-3321
Toll Free: 1-888-723-6867
ENTERTAINERS M/F
needed for BUSY
DANCE CO. SERIOUS
INQUIRES ONLY. 500-
1000/week potential.
Transportatoin pre-
ferred, not required.
Erotic Sensations 990-0425
FOR RENT
2 BR Large Kitchen,
Large livingroom &
dining room. Heat &
hot water inc.
Available Dec. I. 866-
2518 or 671-8598 BRUD
Advertise in T he
Maine Campus.
Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. to
place your classi-
fied advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
A
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Calm before the storm for men's basketball
Kevin Reed has been the leader so far; Giannini pleased with team's play
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
Often in college basketball
the month of December serves
as a period of time when a team
can collect its breath and pre-
Reed
pare for the upcoming rigors of
conference competition. For the
University of Maine men's bas-
ketball team, things are no dif-
ferent. In fact, this year the
Black Bears are getting a
lengthy 14 days rest to prepare
for their next opponent. In a
month when basketball is often
overshadowed .by finals weeks
and the ensuing holiday festivi-
ties, Maine has collected an
impressive early record. Head
coach John Giannini says the
record has come mostly due to a
core group of six players who
have overcome early challenges.
"I am overall really pleased;
we have been able to overcome
early setbacks and continue to
play well" said Giannini.
The Black Bears began a
demanding 27-game schedule
against an underrated Florida
State team that put Maine away
with a late run in the second
half. Since that early game in
November, the Black Bears
Another strong reason for
Maine's early accomplishments
is the dazzling play of sopho-
more Kevin Reed. An All-
America East Rookie Team
selection last season, Reed has
been able to trump any thoughts
of a sophomore slump. Coming
out of the gates hard, the talent-
ed guard has managed to aver-
an outstanding player," said
Giannini.
The Black Bears will return
to action on Dec. 16 against
Dartmouth, a team that has
struggled during the start of the
. season. The Big Green picked
up their first win of the season
on Thursday after falling in sev-
eral close battles. After the duel
"I am overall really pleased; we have been able
to overcome early setbacks and continue to
play well"
have yet to see defeat again.
Maine was able to pick up
strong wins against such oppo-
nents as Bethune Cookman,
University of New England,
Brown and Harvard. While
rolling out the four consecutive
victories, Maine has relied on
key play from six athletes.
Giannini cites this group as the
reason for Maine's early 4-1
record. The early weeks of the
season have seen the team over-
come early injuries that have
plagued the roster. Early on,
Maine has had to get over the
early season losses of key play-
ers Jermaine Jackson and
Ludmil Hadjisotirov. Giannini
credits Maine's consistent play
to the inspired play from bench
players like Jon Wallingford.
"Jon came to us as a walk on
and has been a great contributor
to the team this season" said
Giannini.
age 18.8 points a game. Along
the way Reed has collected 19
steals, most notably two steals
that helped in a victory against
Harvard last Tuesday. More
impressive, however, may be
his emergence as a leader on the
court. Through the first games
of the season it has become evi-
dent that Reed is asserting his
new-found leadership skills on
the court, while contributing
more minutes than any other
Black Bear. Giannini believes
Reed is playing great, in part
because of what Giannini sees
as a harder work ethic and
improved ball handling skills.
Along with these overriding
factors, Reed has trimmed
down from the previous season
placing him in even better
shape.
"Most importantly it is
[Reed's] veteran leadership that
has lead to his development as
during finals week, Maine will
hope to pick up strong victories
against Morgan State and
Massachusetts before
Christmas. The games before
the holiday will hopefully serve
as a form of foreshadowing for
the season ahead which promis-
es plenty of adversity with a
crowded conference schedule.
Giannini believes that the early
coaches polls regarding the top
conference teams are accurate.
"Vermont, BU and
Northeastern are the top three
teams in the conference After
that there is a group that is try-
ing to crack the top group,"
Giannini said.
He believes Maine falls into
that second group of teams
eager to unseat the perennial
powers.
As the season continues to
progress, Maine will relish in
this much-needed rest, which
should prove to be the calm
before the storm.
The Black Bears will play a
commanding ten games in
January, a figure that stands out
largely because the games are
all against conference foes. The
Giannini
stretch includes key match ups
against such powers as Vermont
and Boston University, which
will help to establish the fate of
the rest of the season.
Giannini likes to remain tra-
ditional when it comes to look-
ing ahead on the schedule. He
believes every game counts.
When asked if there is a high-
light or a game he circles on the
schedule early on the season, he
responded quickly with a confi-
dent no.
"There is no highlight; we're
pretty old school. We count
every game the same," Giannini
said.
Steinbrenner syndrome? Going for broke with A-Rod
From BOSTON on page 20
Ramirez combined? Do we
really need all this high-priced
talent to win? Look at last year
— was there any fanfare
around the signings of Kevin
Millar, David Ortiz and Bill
Meuller? That worked out just
fine, didn't it?
The Sox aren't being fair to
Garciaparra, either. Imagine
how he'll feel if this deal does-
`He's a very
articulate
b1 c..c1ic man:
n't go through, coming into
spring training knowing he was
the team's second choice, that
the team he helped build want-
ed to throw him out with yes-
terday's trash. He'll play hard
everyday because that's the
type of player he is, but it
might make him think twice
next year when his contract is
up..
We all know the number one
goal is to win, but shouldn't
there be a little loyalty left in
sports? It's time for the fans to
step up and reject this trend of
shuffling players from team to
team every year. You used to
be able to count on stars being
with their team for the long
haul, you could get to know
The Red Sox broke my heart in
October, but I would rather
have my heart broken every
year by a team whose players I
know and love than win one
with a bunch of imports we
bought.
In the last four months
we've seen two team cap-
tains and city icons go, and
Garciaparra is likely next.
There's a serious problem in
sports when a guy who has
done as much for a team as
Nomar has for the Red Sox is
left wondering if we still
want him around. There's a
serious problem when a fan
is afraid to shell out sixty
bucks for a jersey because
he's afraid that name on the
back won't be around next
month.
But in today's big market,
big money world the only thing
left to say is watch out Joe
Thornton, best player in hock-
ey and team captain, because
you'll probably be the next one
on a bus away from Bean
Town. Good grief.
WRITE FOR THE
MAINE CAMPUS.
CONTACT KRIS HEALEY ON FIRSTCLASS TO WRITE FOR
tomol,
STORE andSKEETERIS REDEMPTION
705 Stillwater Av Old Tdvvd 13:27 1970 CENTER
BEER WINE SODA TOBACCO KEGS
Store: Mon-Sa 9:00-11:00—Sun 9:00- 5:00
Reciemotion Hours: Mon-Sat: 8:30-5:30
Custom
Speed Sz Tune, Inc,
Sales, 0/
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Sooners Big-12 loss leads to BCS debacle
FORT WORTH STAR TELEGRAM PHOTO • ALISON WOODWORTH
Kansas State quarterback Ell Roberson is tackled by Oklahoma defender Dan Cody in
the first half as Kansas State faced Oklahoma Saturday, December 6, 2003 in Kansas
City, Missouri. (Ide) 2003
All piercings are $8.00 including jewelry
Hospital grade sterilization
State licensed Et inspected
Single use needles It inks
35 years combined experience
Evergrowing line of jewelry It artwork
Expanded to accomodate our growing clientel
Specializing in custom It portrait work
15% discount on tattoos with student ID
25 North Main St. BREWER
989-2436
By Keith Whitmire
The Dallas Morning News
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The
Bowl Championship Series was
thrown into turmoil Saturday
night with Oklahoma's loss in
the Dr Pepper Big 12
Championship. The shakeup
affected the national champi-
onship game and the bowl desti-
nations of a number of other
teams, including Texas.
The conditions helped
Southern California to rise to
No.1 in The Associated Press
and ESPN/USA Today polls
but finish out of the Nokia
Sugar Bowl, the BCS' desig-
nated national championship
game.
. LSU's win in the
Southeastern Conference title
game, combined with Syracuse's
victory over Notre Dame earlier
in the day. propelled the Tigers
'past Southern Cal to the No. 2
spot in the BCS.
USC was No. 2 in both polls,
but experts predicted
Oklahoma's lead in the BCS
standings was strong enough to
sustain a loss and still qualify for
the Sugar Bowl.
Oklahoma's loss propelled
USC to No.1 in the media and
coaches' polls, but the Trojans
ended up with a matchup against
Michigan in the Rose Bowl. A
USC win in that game would cre-
ate a split national championship.
Of course, the calculations
didn't factor in Oklahoma losing
in a blowout. Where the Sooners
finished in the two major polls
helped jumble the final BCS
order.
The final BCS standings and
bowl pairings will be revealed at
4:30 p.m. Sunday on Ch. 8.
Texas joined Oklahoma in its
disappointment Saturday. The
Longhorns were projected to
receive an at-large berth to their
first BCS game, the Tostitos
Fiesta Bowl, if Oklahoma had
won.
However, Kansas State claims
the Big 12's automatic BCS
berth with the win and Oklahoma
received an at-large berth. No
more than two teams from the
same conference can play in the
BCS games (the Sugar, Orange,
Fiesta and Rose bowls).
That leaves Texas a candidate
for, in Big 12 selection order, the
SBC Cotton Bowl. the Pacific
Life Holiday Bowl or the
MasterCard Alamo Bowl.
The Cotton Bowl was expect-
ed to invite No. 22 Oklahoma
State as its Big 12 team, but the
selection committee now has to
consider No. 6 Texas.
"1 think Texas is certainly an
attractive team, but we will just
have to wait and see what the
committee decides," Cotton
Bowl president Rick Baker said.
"It's really all about the matchup.
We're going to try to put togeth-
er the best and most competitive
matchup that we can."
If LSU wins the national
championship, the Tigers should
send thank-you notes to
Syracuse.
The Orangemen's 38-12 win
over Notre Dame proved to be
the difference in deciding who
,would play Oklahoma in the
Sugar Bowl. The loss by Notre
Dame, a USC opponent, hurt the
Trojans' strength of schedule, a
factor in the BCS formula.
LSU started Saturday trailing
USC by 1.53 points in the BCS
standings. USC beat Oregon
State, 52-28, but needed a Notre
Dame win to keep its lead over
LSU in the seven computer rank-
ings that make up the BCS for-
mula.
There wass still a chance that
USC could hold off LSU, but
the Trojans needed Hawaii,
another USC opponent, to upset
Boise State in a game played
late Saturday. However, Boise
State walked away with the vic-
tory.
No Purchase Necessary-Limit One
Entry Per Visit-Drawing on 12/20/03
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Black Bear women win, tie Northeastern
From WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 20
advantage at 10:32 of the peri-
od when sophomore forward
Cyndy Kenyon scored in front
of the net past Smart.
Freshman forward Stephanie
Wood assisted on the goal for
the Huskies.
That would be all the scor-
ing in the game as the Black
Bears held off everything
thrown at them and earned
themselves first place in
Hockey East with a total ot
nine points to New
Hampshire's seven in confer-
ence play.
Smart made 19 saves for the
Black Bears while Gunn
stopped 23 for the Huskies.
"I liked the way the kids
played this weekend,"
Filighera said. "I really thought
Brigit LaFlamme had a great
weekend. She had two assists
and she was involved with a lot
of the offense for us. I thought
Lara Smart played really well
and Sonja [Corriveau] played
really well. There were a lot of
positives from kids that are
contributing this weekehd that
we needed to contribute. It put
us into position of 4-1-1 in
Hockey East that we're very
excited at where we are."
In Saturday's game. both
teams skated to a scoreless first
period, but with two minutes
remaining in the second period,
Corriveau scored a breakaway
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
ONE AND ONLY — Freshman forward Sonia Corriveau scores the first and only goal of the game on Saturday for the
Black Bears. UMaine tied Northeastern 1-1 after a five-minute overtime. The Black Bears came out of the weekend
with three valuable points against their Hockey East rival.
goal on Gunn. Steranko stole
the puck from a Huskie
defenseman that led to the goal
for Corriveau.
Northeastern tied the game
when Stephanie Wood tipped
Theresa Wood's shot from the
blueline at 7:02 of the third
period.
That would be all the scor-
ing in the game, as neither
team was able to finish on the
scoring chances they had.
"That wasn't our best
effort," Filighera said. "It was
OK effort and at times we con-
trolled the play. That third peri-
od they got the goal I thought
we were back on our heels a
little bit, but part of adversity
is weathering through it and
that point will allow us to be in
first place [in Hockey East] at
the break."
Smart made 27 saves for the
Black Bears while Gunn
stopped 25 shots for the
Huskies. Both goaltenders
earned the first two stars of the
game for their outstanding play
in the game.
The Black Bears will now
end the 2003 portion of their
schedule when they go on the
road to play Union in
Schenectady, N.Y., next week-
end. The next home series for
the Black Bears will he Jan.
23-24. when UMaine hosts the
Connecticut Huskies.
"We have two more games
left and they are important
games for us because we want
to get to the .500 mark,"
Filighera said. "We got to take
control of those games. We are
going to have to figure out
ways to keep creating offense,
but we got to figure out some
ways to take care of business.
We got a lot of work to do
still."
Black Bear men lose one to Mother Nature
The team won a Friday night matchup before a nor'easter sent it packing
From HOCKEY on page 20
chances after that, but Jimmy
Howard played a very strong
game and kept the puck out.
The Black Bears staggered
the Warriors by scoring two
goals with under a minute left
in the first. Colin Shields
scored on a wrister from
between the circles with 45
seconds left in the period, with
assists from Michel Leveille
and Troy Barnes. Then, with
just 11 seconds left, Jon
Jankus found the back of the
net by beating Guenther high.
John Ronan and freshman
Mike Hamilton got assists to
put UMaine up 3-0 heading to
the intermission.
When the Warriors came
out to start the second, fresh-
man Jim Healey replaced
Guenther in net. He did not
surrender a goal to UMaine
the rest of the night.
Howard had to hang tough
all night, especially in the
third period, when Merrimack
came very hard at the Black
Bears. Howard's only goal
was surrendered on a defen-
sive miscue.
Steve Crusco set a pass
from his defensive zone up
the ice. Matt Deschamps tried
to backhand it out of harm's
way at his own blue line, but
fanned on the attempt. Tim
Reidy scooped it up at full
speed and broke in on
Howard. Reidy's shot hit
Howard's blocker, but still
went in just 1:14 into the
third.
That's as close as
Merrimack would get, despite
a bold move by coach Chris
Serino late in the game. With
a four-on-four situation with
3:41 left, Serino called time-
out and pulled his goalie, giv-
ing his team a one-skater
advantage. The move didn't
work, and surprisingly,
UMaine couldn't score on the
open net themselves.
"That didn't surprise me,"
Whitehead said. "I figured
he'd do that in that situation. I
probably would have, too."
Howard, who stopped 28 in
the win, liked his play.
"Merrimack didn't let up
They just kept coming and
coming," Howard said. "I
would have liked to have con-
trolled my rebounds better,
with the small rink and live
boards, but I did well. It's all
about reacting when you play
here."
Guenther made 13 saves in
LT
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SNOWED OUT — Senior Captain Todd Jackson looks to break away from a
Northeastern player during the team's last home game.
20:00 of play, while Healey
stopped 19 in 36:19 of action.
The Warriors fell to 4-10-3,
1-6-3 in Hockey East. UMaine
is now 11-2-1 overall, and 6-
2-1 in Hockey East, good
enough for second place in the
league. The Black Bears next
play at home Saturday night
in a non-conference game
against the Dartmouth Big
Green.
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Nomar on
the next
bus?
By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus
Ted Williams played in
Boston for 21 years. These
days you're lucky if you get 10
seasons out of your franchise
players. Recently, Drew
Bledsoe, Lawyer Milloy, Curtis
Martin, Mo Vaughn, Ray
Bourque and Antoine Walker
have all exited the Boston
sports scene, and many of us
fans have closets full of jerseys
that we can't wear anymore
because our heroes skipped
town (or were run out). The lat-
est head on the chopping block
is Red Sox shortstop Nomar
Garciaparra, and I've got to tell
you, it doesn't feel right.
The Sox want to trade
Manny Ramirez to Texas to
acquire reigning AL MVP Alex
Rodriguez, then trade Nomar to
the Angels or Dodgers so A-
Rod can play shortstop here.
There's no arguing that
Rodriguez is one of the best
players in baseball, and may
even be better than
Garciaparra, and that mciving
Ramirez wouldn't be such a
bad idea. But the idealist in me
says that this deal is bad news.
If you're a college-age fan,
odds are you've spent the last
six years ignoring statistics and
blindly arguing that Nomar was
better than Jeter and A-Rod.
Ncimar was the first superstar
you knew, and he's your boy.
He always says the right things
about playing hard everyday,
and he works his tail off in the
off-season. He does a lot for
the kids in Boston. Heck, Ted
Williams was his mentor. Does
he really belong anywhere
other than Fenway Park?
Boston fans have also spent
years bashing George
Steinbrenner and his Yankees
for buying championships, but
now we're about to do the
exact same thing. This town
loved the Super Bowl Patriots
because they were an army of
blue collar men, and we love
this year's Patriots because
there's no high-priced talent -
just solid, unselfish football.
Where's that mentality with the
Sox?
What if Rodriguez gets hurt,
and winds up the next Ken
Griffey Jr.? Not only that, but
is Rodriguez really that good?
The Sox have to give up two
all-stars to get him; is any play-
er on the planet as good as
Garciaparra and Manny
See BOSTON on page 17
BCS debacle.
See page 18.
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BOARDED Defenseman Naomi Smethurst battles for the puck against the boards on Saturday at Alfond Arena. The
Black Bears won and tied during the weekend series. The Hockey East rnatchup featured two of the best goalies in the
conference.
Home sweet home
The Black Bear women win and tie against Northeastern
By Matt Hritz
Staff Writer
Heading into a series this
weekend between Northeastern
and the University of Maine,
everybody knew that goals
were going to be a precious
commodity. The series fea-
tured two of the best goalies in
Hockey East in Chandra Gunn
for Northeastern and Lara
Smart for the Black Bears.
Both teams found that out to
be definitely true as they com-
bined for only five goals this
weekend. Fortunately for the
Black Bears, they scored three
of the five as they took three
points from the Huskies with a
I-1 tie and 2-1 win.
In Sunday's game, neither
team scored in the first period.
The Black Bears outshot the
Huskies 8-4 in the period but
couldn't capitalize on anything.
"We had a bad first period,"
coach Rick Filighera said. "I
didn't feel we played with any
energy and I went into the lock-
er room and pleaded with them
that I really wanted to see bet-
ter energy. You need to play a
lot harder than that if you want
to win. This is for first place."
The Black Bears came out in
the second period and took
control of the game by getting
on the board first at 9:19 of the
second period when senior for-
ward Karen Droog scored off a
rebound from senior forward
Meagan Aarts' slapshot from
the left circle. Sophomore
defenseman Vicky Johnstone
also assisted on the goal.
At 1:09 of the third period,
freshman forward Sonja
Corriveau put the Black Bears
up 2-0 when she found the right
side of the net for the goal.
Junior forward Andrea
Steranko and freshman forward
Brigit LaFlamme assisted on
what would be the game-win-
ning goal for the Black Bears.
Northeastern got their only
goal of the game on a 2-1
See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 19
Maine and Merrimack snowed out
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Writer
NORTH ANDOVER,
MASS. — It would have been
conceivable for the University
of Maine men's ice hockey
team to come home from
Merrimack College with a win
and a loss after this weekend.
Chances are pretty good, how-
ever, that the Black Bears did-
n't expect that loss to be to
Mother Nature.
The finale of the two-game
series with the Merrimack
Warriors, scheduled for
Saturday night at the J. Thom
Lawler Arena, was postponed
due to the nor'easter that
struck New England this
weekend. North Andover, in
the Merrimack Valley, was one
of the hardest hit areas, receiv-
ing between 18-20 inches of
snow from late night Friday
through Saturday. The game is
now scheduled for Tuesday,
Jan. 6 at 7 p.m., at Merrimack.
As for Friday's game, the
Black Bears stormed to the
lead, scoring three times in the
first period, including twice in
the final minute, and hung
tough for a 3-1 win.
"I thought we made some
key plays at the right time."
UMaine coach Tim Whitehead
said. "We got excellent goal-
tending. We did pretty well on
our penalty kill as well."
The Black Bears opened the
scoring at 9:03 when Todd
Jackson cut to the netfrom the
left wing and roofed a back-
hander over starting goalie
Casey Guenther. Derek Damon
and Mike Lundin assisted on
the goal.
"Derek made a great pass to
me," Jackson said. "I had full
speed going, and I thought
about cutting to the middle,
but there were a lot of guys
there, so I stuck to the outside.
I saw the goalie cheating a lit-
tle bit, so I had the short side."
Merrimack got some good
See HOCKEY on pegs 19
